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Three Approaches to Generating Texts in
Different Styles
Ehud Reiter1 and Sandra Williams2
Abstract. Natural Language Generation (nlg) systems
generate texts in English and other human languages from
non-linguistic input data. Usually there are a large number
of possible texts that can communicate the input data, and
nlg systems must choose one of these. We argue that style
can be used by nlg systems to choose between possible texts,
and explore how this can be done by (1) explicit stylistic pa-
rameters, (2) imitating a genre style, and (3) imitating an
individual’s style.
1 Introduction
Natural Language Generation (nlg) systems are computer
systems that automatically generate texts in English and
other human languages, usually from non-linguistic input
data. For example, nlg systems can generate textual weather
forecasts from numerical weather prediction data [8, 22]; de-
scriptions of museum artefacts from knowledge bases and
databases that describe these artefacts [15]; information for
medical patients based on their medical records [5, 6]; ex-
planations of mathematical proofs based on the output of a
theorem prover [10]; and so forth.
nlg systems essentially have to perform three kinds of pro-
cessing [19]:
• Document Planning: Decide what information to commu-
nicate in the generated text. This is usually based on an
analysis of the information needs of the reader of the text.
• Microplanning: Decide how the chosen content should be
expressed linguistically; that is, what words and syntac-
tic structures should be used, how information should be
packaged up into sentences, and so forth.
• Realisation: Create an actual text based on the above deci-
sions which is linguistically correct, and in particular con-
forms to the grammar of the target language.
In this paper, we focus on the second choice, deciding how
to express information. In most cases there are dozens (if not
thousands or even millions) of ways in which a piece of infor-
mation can be expressed. Making such choices is one of the
least understood aspects of nlg, and we believe that mod-
els of style (interpreted broadly) can be very useful tools in
making such choices.
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2 SkillSum
In order to make the following discussion concrete, we will use
examples from SkillSum [25, 31], an nlg system which was
developed by Aberdeen University and Cambridge Training
and Development Ltd. SkillSum generates feedback reports
for people who have just taken an on-line screening assessment
of their basic literacy and numeracy skills. The input to the
system is the responses to the questions on the assessment
(an example assessment question is shown in Figure 1), plus
some limited background information about the user (self-
assessment of skills, how often he/she reads and writes, etc).
The output is a short report (see example in Figure 2), which
is intended to increase the user’s knowledge of any problems
that he or she has, and (if appropriate) encourage the user to
enrol in a course to improve his or her basic skills.
SkillSum must perform the three tasks described above.
Briefly (see architectural description in Figure 3):
• Document planning: SkillSum uses schemas [13] to choose
content. That is, it chooses content based on a set of rules
which were originally devised by analysing and ‘reverse en-
gineering’ a set of human-written feedback reports, and
which were then revised based on feedback from domain
experts (basic skills tutors) and also from a series of pilot
experiments with users [29].
• Microplanning: SkillSum uses a constraint-based ap-
proach to make expression choices. The SkillSum mi-
croplanner has a set of hard constraints and a preference
function [30]. The hard constraints specify which choices
and which combinations of choices are linguistically al-
lowed. The preference function rates the choice sets; Skill-
Sum chooses the highest scoring choice set allowed by the
hard constraints. As discussed below, style seems especially
useful in the context of the SkillSum preference function.
• Realisation: SkillSum includes two realisers, one of which
operates on deep syntactic structures [11], and the other of
which operates on template-like structures
To take a simple example of microplanning, suppose that
SkillSum wants to tell a user that he got 20 questions right
on the assessment, and that this is a good performance. A few
of the many ways of saying this are:
• You scored 20, which is very good.
• You scored 20. This is very good.
• You got 20 answers right! Excellent!
• Excellent, you got 20 answers right!
Figure 1. Example SkillSum Assessment Question
Figure 2. Example SkillSum Output Text
• 20 questions were answered correctly, this is a very good
score.
The above examples illustrate some of the choices that are
made in the microplanning process:
• Lexical choice: Which words should be used to communi-
cate information? For example, should the first verb be
scored, got, or answered?
• Aggregation: How should information be distributed among
sentences? For example, should the above information be
communicated in one sentence or in two sentences?
• Ordering: What order should information be communicated
in? In the above example, should the numerical score (20)
or the qualitative assessment (e.g., excellent) come first?
• Syntactic choice: Which syntactic structures should be
used? For example, should sentences be active voice (e.g.,
You answered 20 questions . . . ) or passive voice (e.g., 20
questions were answered . . . ).
• Punctuation: For example, should full stops (“.”) or excla-
mation points (“!”) be used?
The above list is of course not exhaustive; for example it does
not include deciding on referring expressions (e.g., The big dog
vs. Fido vs. it), which is not very important in SkillSum, but
is important in many other nlg applications. Decisions also
of course have to be made in the other NLG stages (document
planning and realisation), but we will focus on microplanning
in this paper. We will also focus on how style affects words,
syntax, and sentences, and ignore how style affects visual as-
pects of text such as layout [17].
3 Using Style to Make Microplanning
Choices
One appealing way to make decisions about lexical choice, ag-
gregation, and so forth is to appeal to psycholinguistic knowl-
edge about the impact of texts on readers. For example, if an
nlg system is trying to generate texts which are very easy
to read (as was the case with SkillSum), it would be nice to
base choices on psycholinguistic models of the impact of dif-
ferent words, sentence lengths, and so forth on reading speed
and comprehension [9]. Similarly, if an nlg system is trying
to generate texts which motivate or persuade people (such as
STOP [20], which generated personalised smoking-cessation
letters), it seems logical to base these choices on psycholin-
guistic models of how likely they are to motivate someone to
do something.
Unfortunately, our knowledge of psycholinguistics is imper-
fect, which makes this difficult to do. Also in practice context
(such as how much sleep the reader had the previous night)
can effect the psycholinguistic impact of different choices; and
such contextual knowledge is usually not available to nlg sys-
tems. SkillSum in fact tried to base some of its choices on
psycholinguistic models of readability, and while this worked
to some degree, overall this strategy was less effective than
we had hoped.
Another way to make choices is to look at frequency in
large general English corpora, such as the British National
Corpus (BNC) (http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/) or one of
the newspaper article corpora distributed by the Linguistic
Data Consortium. Such corpora play a prominent role in much
current research in Natural Language Processing.
For example, the average length of sentences in the BNC is
16 words. Hence we could base aggregation decisions on sen-
tence length; for example we could say that two pieces of in-
formation should be aggregated and expressed in one sentence
if and only if this aggregation brings average sentence length
closer to 16 words/sentence. Of course aggregation decisions
must consider other factors as well, such as semantic compat-
ibility (for example, John bought a radio and Sam bought a
TV is better than John bought a radio and Sam bought an
apple).
A perhaps more basic problem is that rules based on a cor-
pus which combines many types of texts intended for many
audiences, such as the BNC, may not be appropriate for the
context in which a specific nlg system is used. For example,
because SkillSum users are likely to have below-average lit-
eracy skills, they should probably get shorter sentences than
is the norm; indeed SkillSum sentences on average are only
10 words long.
Another problem with relying on a general corpus such as
the BNC is that in many contexts there are strong conven-
tions about choices, and these should be respected. For ex-
ample, one version of SkillSum generated reports for teach-
ers instead of for the people actually taking the test, and
this version referred to test subjects as learner, because this
is the standard term used by adult literacy tutors to refer
to the people they are teaching. The perhaps more obvious
word student is much more common in the BNC (it occurs 16
times more often than learner), and probably would be used
in texts which used choice rules based on BNC frequency; but
this would be a mistake, because teachers in this area have
a strong convention of using the word learner instead of the
word student.
Hence a better alternative is to try to imitate the choices
made in a corpus of human-authored texts which are intended
to be used in the same context as the texts we are trying
to generate. This can be done in two ways: we can either
collect a corpus of texts written by many authors which are
representative of human-authored texts in this domain, or we
can collect a corpus of texts from a single author, perhaps
someone we believe is a particularly effective writer. In other
words, we can try to imitate the style of texts in the genre
as a whole, or the style of a particular individual author.
Yet another approach to making microplanning choices is to
allow the reader to directly control these choices. In practice
this seems most successful if choices are presented to the user
as stylistic ones, such as level of formality.
These approaches are summarised in Table 1.
4 Style 1: Explicit Stylistic Control
Perhaps the most obvious solution to the choice problem is
to directly ask users what choices they prefer in texts gener-
ated for them. After all, software which presents information
graphically usually gives users many customisation options
(colours, fonts, layout, etc), so why not similarly give users
customisation options for linguistic presentations of informa-
tion?
It is not feasible to ask users to directly specify microplan-
ning choice rules, because there are too many of them; for ex-
ample, SkillSum has hundreds of different constraints, and
its preference functions contain dozens of components. Hence
users are usually asked to specify a few high-level parame-
ters which the nlg system then maps into the actual low-
level microplanning choice rules. For example, rather than di-
rectly specify aggregation rules, a SkillSum user could spec-
ify a preferred average sentence length (either numerically or
via a linguistic term such as short, medium, or long). This
length could be used by the aggregation system as described
above (Section 3). Similarly, rather than specify specific lexi-
cal choice rules for individual concepts, the user could specify
whether he wants informal, moderately formal, or very formal
Figure 3. SkillSum architecture
Explicit Control Allow the user to specify the choices that she prefers.
Choices are usually presented as stylistic ones.
Conform to Genre Imitate the choices made in a corpus of genre texts.
Imitate Individual Imitate the choices made by an individual writer.
Table 1. Three ways of using style to control choices in nlg
language; whether he prefers common words with many mean-
ings (such as got) or less common words with fewer meanings
(such as answered); and so forth. These general preferences
could then be examined by SkillSum’s detailed lexical choice
rules. Such general preferences are usually perceived by users
as stylistic preferences.
Although some of SkillSum’s internal choice rules did re-
fer to general preferences such as frequency vs. number of
meanings, SkillSum users were not allowed to directly con-
trol these. Instead, the SkillSum developers refined the rules
and preferences based on feedback and suggestions from liter-
acy teachers and students. In other words, users made change
requests to a developer instead of directly controlling the sys-
tem. This is not ideal, but it means we did not have to deal
with the difficult problems of designing an appropriate user
interface for soliciting preferences [24] and also ensuring that
SkillSum was robust enough to generate appropriate texts
for any preference settings, no matter how bizarre.
Other nlg projects have tried to explicitly allow users
to specify high-level stylistic preferences. For example,
WebbeDoc [7] allowed users to specify level of formality,
amount of technical content and vocabulary, literacy level,
‘coolness’, and role (e.g., doctor or patient); the system then
generated a text according to these stylistic parameters.
WebbeDoc did this using a ‘Master Document’ which encoded
a rich representation of information that could be commu-
nicated in a document, and ways this information could be
expressed; WebbeDoc then selected appropriate pieces of the
Master Document, based on the stylistic settings, and com-
bined these into a generated text. WebbeDoc’s master doc-
ument had to be carefully designed so that the above com-
bination strategy did not result in incoherent texts. Perhaps
the main long-term challenge in this approach is developing
techniques, especially at the microplanning level, for automat-
ically integrating master document segments into coherent
texts. This may require changing some of these texts at the
microplanning level, for example to ensure that appropriate
referring expressions are used.
Another approach was taken by Paiva and Evans [16], who
tried to base their controls on statistical analyses of texts.
They analysed the surface linguistic features in a corpus of
texts, and used factor analysis to cluster these on two dimen-
sions. Their first dimension seemed to capture whether texts
involved the reader or were distant from the reader; the second
focused on the type of references used (e.g., pronouns or full
noun phrases). In other words, although the dimensions were
produced by factor analysis, they seemed to capture some
notion of what humans would call style. Paiva and Evans’
analysis was inspired by Biber’s analysis [4], although they
used fewer dimensions (essentially because they were working
with texts in a limited genre). Paiva and Evans then built
an nlg system which could produce texts with user-specified
values of their two dimensions. This system was based on a
model of how individual microplanner choices affected these
dimensions; this model was created by statistically analysing
the ratings (in the two dimensions) of texts generated with
random microplanner choices.
In short, while the WebbeDoc developers choose intuitively
appealing stylistic dimensions and explicitly coded how these
dimensions affected the generation process, Paiva and Evans
used statistical techniques to derive both the dimensions and
the rules that linked dimensions to actual generation deci-
sions.
While both of the above systems are very interesting, it per-
haps is worth pointing out that both have only been demon-
strated to work on a small set of examples. It seems likely that
there would be major engineering challenges in scaling either
system up so that it could robustly generate large numbers of
varied texts.
Another constraint-based nlg system, iconoclast
[18], enabled low-level style preferences such as para-
graph length, sentence length, word length, technical
terms, passive voice and graphical impact to be config-
ured by manipulating sliders in a graphical user interface
(www.itri.brighton.ac.uk/projects/iconoclast/walk/trial.html).
A user’s selections did not change the constraints directly,
but instead the selections modified weights associated
with violating soft constraints. These in turn were used
to compute a cost function associated with each output
text. Allowing soft constraints to be violated with varying
costs offers one solution to the problem of introducing user
preferences into constraint satisfaction problem solving.
It is unfortunate that the iconoclast style interface has
not yet been evaluated with users, because there remains
the problem of whether it is reasonable to expect users to
understand how to choose sets of low-level style parameters.
Intuitively, making such low-level language choices seems
a difficult task. iconoclast’s Web interface also grouped
low-level style preferences into higher-level style profiles such
as, “broadsheet” and “tabloid”, an approach that looks more
promising in terms of usability. Indeed, determining suitable
style profiles and evaluating their usability would be fruitful
topics for future research.
An obvious source of existing style profiles would be the
in-house style guidelines used by newspaper copy editors.
Some newspapers publish their own style guidelines, e.g., the
Guardian (www.guardian.co.uk/styleguide), however, these
tend to have rather vague directives such as “vary sentence
length” which would be hard to encode. What they might
offer, though, are concrete lists of style features that these
publications consider to be important. A comparative study
of in-house style guidelines from different publishers would
show whether publishers vary, and how.
5 Style 2: Conform to a Genre
Another approach to making choices is to imitate a corpus of
human-written texts. As mentioned above, imitating a gen-
eral corpus such as the BNC is problematical because it ig-
nores constraints due to the domain, the genre, and the char-
acteristics of the user population; these are very important
in many nlg applications. However, we can try to imitate a
corpus of texts written for the nlg system’s application, do-
main, and users. In other words, we can analyse a corpus of
human-written texts in the genre; learn the words, syntactic
structures, and so forth that human writers use; and program
our nlg system to imitate these choices.
This imitation can be done in a number of different ways.
In particular, we can manually analyse the corpus and ex-
tract choice rules from it; we can automatically extract choice
rules using statistical corpus analysis and statistical genera-
tion techniques; or we can use a combination of these tech-
niques.
For example, when building SkillSum we collected a small
corpus of 18 example human-written reports; these were writ-
ten by two tutors (one of which specialised in literacy and one
of which specialised in numeracy). We analysed this, mostly
by hand (since the corpus was quite small), primarily to cre-
ate hard constraints for SkillSum’s microplanner. In other
words, we tried to get SkillSum to generate appropriate
genre texts by only allowing it to make choices which we ob-
served in the corpus.
To take a concrete example, the corpus texts used the verbs
scored, answered, and got (e.g., you answered 20 questions cor-
rectly); but they did not use the verbs responded (e.g., you
responded to 20 questions correctly) or aced (e.g., you aced 20
questions). Hence a hard constraint on SkillSum is that it
should not use responded or aced. In a sense, this suggests
that SkillSum reports should be moderately formal; and if
style was being explicitly specified as in Section 4, then this
level of formality might be explicitly specified. But in the
genre-corpus approach we don’t specify such high-level stylis-
tic parameters such as level of formality, instead we directly
specify low-level choices such as which verbs can be used when
communicating numerical performance on an assessment.
In a few cases we allowed SkillSum to deviate from the
corpus; but this often proved ill-advised. For example, we
programmed SkillSum to use right instead of correct or cor-
rectly, for example you got 20 questions right instead of you
got 20 questions correct. We did this because right is much
more common in the BNC, and hence we thought it would be
easier to read. Although the tutors agreed that right could be
used, when we asked 25 students enrolled in a literacy course
about this choice, 23 (92%) preferred correct over right, and
24 (96%) preferred correctly over right. This suggests that al-
lowing SkillSum to use a word which was not in the corpus,
at least in this example, was a mistake.
Of course the SkillSum microplanner needs a preference
function (to choose between allowable options) as well as hard
constraints (to say which options should be considered). In
theory preferences between choices can be specified by look-
ing at frequencies, but this is more controversial. For exam-
ple, in the SkillSum corpus scored is more common than
answered or got, so scored should be preferred under a pure
frequency-based metric. However, frequencies are not always
a good guide [22], because they may reflect the writing habits
and preferences of a few individual corpus authors. In fact,
scored was only used in reports written by one tutor, but it
has the highest frequency because this tutor contributed the
most texts to the SkillSum corpus. Hence in this case corpus
frequency is really telling us about the linguistic preferences
of the biggest contributor to the corpus; as we have no a pri-
ori reason to believe that this person is a better writer than
the other corpus contributor, we need to interpret corpus fre-
quency with caution.
In terms of methodology, SkillSum’s rules were based on
manual inspection of the corpus. Another possibility is to use
machine learning techniques to automatically create rules or
decision trees from a corpus; these can then be manually in-
spected by developers, who can modify the rules if necessary.
This approach was used in SumTime-Mousam [22], which
generated weather forecasts. SumTime-Mousam’s microplan-
ning rules (which focused on lexical choice, aggregation, and
ellipsis) were based on careful analysis of a corpus of human-
authored weather forecasts. Although most of these analyses
were initially done using machine learning or statistical tech-
niques, the rules suggested by the analyses were examined
by developers and discussed with domain experts before they
were added to the system [23]. This was especially important
in cases where the corpus analysis showed that there was con-
siderable variation in how different individuals made a choice.
An evaluation with forecast users showed that the texts pro-
duced by SumTime-Mousam were very good, indeed in some
cases they were perceived as being better than the human-
written texts in the corpus.
Genre-specific microplanning rules can also be produced
purely by machine learning and statistical analysis techniques,
without having rules inspected by human developers or do-
main experts. This approach was used by Belz [1], who reim-
plemented some of SumTime-Mousam’s functionality using
a pure learning approach. An obvious advantage of this ap-
proach is that it is cheaper, since less human input is needed.
Another advantage is that the rules do not have to be under-
standable by humans, as is the case with SumTime-Mousam’s
semi-automatic approach. However, a disadvantage is that de-
velopers, domain experts, and users cannot suggest that rules
be modified based on their experience. An evaluation that
compared Belz’s system, SumTime-Mousam, and the human-
written corpus texts [2] suggested that SumTime-Mousam’s
texts were on the whole better than Belz’s texts, but Belz’s
texts were still quite good and in particular were sometimes
better than the human-written corpus texts.
6 Style 3: Imitate a Person
A final style-related approach to making linguistic decisions
is to imitate a person. As mentioned above, one problem with
imitating a multi-author corpus is that different authors have
different preferences between choices (in other words, differ-
ent styles). Hence the frequencies in a corpus may reflect the
choices of only a few authors who contributed the most texts
rather than the best choice, as mentioned above. Also, choos-
ing the most frequent choice every time may lead to inconsis-
tencies which users dislike, essentially because this mixes the
style of multiple authors [23].
An alternative is to try to imitate the linguistic choices
made by a single person, perhaps someone who is known to
be an effective writer in this genre. Imitating a single person
increases consistency between choices, and also is likely to
increase choice effectiveness if this person is an exceptionally
good writer. However, a corpus from one individual is likely
to be smaller and have worse linguistic coverage than a corpus
with contributions from many people. Also, very good writers
are likely to be very busy, which can make it difficult to discuss
things directly with them.
SkillSum partially followed this approach when making
decisions about content. More precisely, SkillSum generates
two kinds of reports, literacy and numeracy, and the Skill-
Sum corpus contains reports from two authors, one of whom is
a literacy expert and the other of whom is a numeracy expert.
When making some high-level decisions about the content of
SkillSum’s literacy reports, we tended to favour the choices
make in the texts written by the literacy tutor; similar we
focused on the numeracy tutor’s choices when making choices
about SkillSum’s numeracy reports.
McKeown, Kukich. and Shaw [14] used this approach when
building PlanDoc, an nlg system which produced summaries
of the results of a simulation of changes to a telephone net-
work. They interviewed a number of people to establish the
general requirements of PlanDoc, but they asked a single very
experienced domain expert to write all of the texts in their
corpus. They do not give details of how they analysed and
used the corpus, but it seems to have been a manual analysis
rather than one based on learning or statistical techniques.
Another approach to individual style is to try to imitate the
style of the reader, that is to generate texts in the style that
the reader prefers when reading texts in this genre. Different
people have different preferences. For example people who
are very poor readers may do best with very short (5 word)
sentences, people who are moderately poor readers may prefer
10 word sentences, people with average skills may prefer 15-20
word sentences, etc. We could directly ask people about their
preferences, as discussed in Section 4. However this approach
is limited in that most people will probably only be willing to
explicitly specify a small number of preferences.
Perhaps the most advanced work in this area is that of
Walker and her colleagues [28]. They asked users to explic-
itly rate 600 texts generated by their nlg texts with random
microplanning choices. They employed learning techniques to
determine which sets of microplanning choices produced texts
preferred by each user, and from this created choice models for
each user, which could be loaded into the microplanner. Their
experiments suggested that users did indeed prefer texts gen-
erated using their personal choice models. Walker et al also
commented that they believed reasonable individual choice
models could be extracted from ratings of 120 texts, and get-
ting this number of ratings is probably more realistic than
getting 600 ratings from each user.
Walker et al did not really consider lexical choice, which
is a shame because we know that there are substantial dif-
ferences in the meanings that different individuals associate
with words [21]. This has been reported in many contexts,
including weather forecasts [22], descriptions of side effects of
medication [3], and interpretation of surveys [26]. It was also
an issue in SkillSum. For example, while developing Skill-
Sum we asked 25 people enrolled in a literacy course to tell
us what kind of mistake was in the sentence
I like apple’s
72% said this was a punctuation mistake but 16% said this
was a grammar mistake (the rest didn’t think there was any-
thing wrong with this sentence). Hence if we want to tell some-
one that he or she has problems with this kind of construct,
we should probably refer to it as grammar mistake for the
first group, and punctuation mistake for the second. Note that
while this may sound like a small point, in fact some Skill-
Sum users got quite annoyed when SkillSum told them they
were bad at something which they thought they were good at.
For example, if a SkillSum user made the above mistake and
SkillSum told him he had problems with punctuation, the
user might get annoyed if he interpreted punctuation to just
mean commas and full stops (periods), and he hadn’t made
any mistakes with these.
Perhaps the key problem in doing this kind of tailoring is
getting sufficient data about the individual; how do we actu-
ally find out how he or she uses words? If we only need data
about a small number of lexical choices, that we could use an
approach similar to Walker et al; but this is unlikely to be
feasible if we need information about many different lexical
choices.
An alternative approach might be to analyse a large corpus
of texts that the user has written, on the assumption that
the style used in texts the user writes is similar to the style
preferred by the user in texts that he or she writes. Lin [12]
looked at one aspect of this in her investigation of distribu-
tional similarities of verbs in a corpus of cookery writing to
find alternatives for expressing the same concept (e.g., “roast
the meat in the oven” vs. “cook the meat in the oven”). Her
system then selected the most appropriate verb to reflect an
individual author’s style. To the best of our knowledge larger-
scale investigations of larger sets of style choices have not yet
been tried; one concern is that many people (including most
SkillSum users) do not write much, which would make it
difficult to collect a reasonable corpus of their writings.
Data-scarcity becomes an even larger problem if we want
to create models of individual linguistic preferences in specific
genres. Ideally we would like not just a fixed set of linguistic
preferences for a particular individual, but rather a mecha-
nism for creating preference rules that express how text should
be written for a particular individual in a specific genre. Again
we am now aware of any existing research on this issue.
nlg might also employ research from the area of text cat-
egorisation and author identification, e.g., Stamatatos et al.
[27], that attempt to identify authorship using machine learn-
ing of word or character n-grams from a corpus and often
combined with other text-processing tools. If an nlg system
were to generate outputs with different combinations of mi-
croplanning parameters, an authorship identification system
that had been trained on a a set of pre-determined authors
could select outputs that most closely matched the styles of
the authors in the set. However, this approach would require
intensive processing, such systems are not always reliable and
there would be similar problems with obtaining a suitable
corpus.
7 Research Issues
As should be clear from the above, there are numerous re-
search issues in this area that can be explored, for both tech-
nological reasons (building better nlg systems) and scientific
reasons (enhancing our understanding of style). A few of these
challenges are:
• Explicit stylistic controls: What stylistic controls make
sense to human users, and how can these be ‘translated’
into the very detailed choices and preferences that control
nlg microplanners?
• Conform to a genre: How are rules derived from a genre
corpus most likely to differ from rules derived from a gen-
eral corpus? In other words, how do genre texts actually
differ from non-genre texts? Are there rules which are un-
likely to vary, and hence could be derived from a general
corpus?
• Individual stylistic models: How can we get good data about
an individual’s language usage and preferences? What as-
pects of language usage are most likely to vary between in-
dividuals? How can we combine a (non-user-specific) genre
language model with a (non-genre specific) individual lan-
guage model?
• What is the impact of style: Generated texts can be evalu-
ated in many different ways, including preference (e.g., do
people like a text), readability (e.g., how long does it take
to read a text), comprehension (e.g., how well do people
understand a text), and task effectiveness (e.g., how well
does a text help a user to do something). Which of these
measures is most (and least) affected by adding stylistic
information to an nlg system?
To conclude, we believe that style is an important aspect
of generating effective and high-quality texts, and we are very
pleased to see that an increasing number of nlg researchers
are investigating style-related issues. We hope this research
will lead to both better nlg systems, and also to a deeper
scientific understanding of style in language.
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